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SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: MEXICO CITY

ACTION: SAS 8

INFO: DOP, CI, CI/OPS, FI, FI/INT, RI/AN, VTR 2, LN 7, VR

SECRET 3823182

DIR INFO WAVE CITE REXI 6844

TYPIC DEGRIPE ARTHUG

1. FOLLOWING FROM DEGRIPE WITH ACCOMPANYING REMARK "YOU CAN DRAW
CONCLUSIONS ON POSSIBILITIES."

2. ARTHUG ONCE AGAIN VISITING BONTECATINI RESTAURANT, CALLE 15,
CORNER K, VEVADO, HAVANA, FOR LUNCH AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH. ARRIVES
WITH ONLY ONE ESCORT CAR. WAITS TURN IF USUAL LINE FORMED OUTSIDE.
ALWAYS ENTERS WITH TWO COMPANIONS WHO EAT WITH HIM. ESCORT REMAINS
OUTSIDE. ARTHUG VISITS KITCHEN ALONE, CHATS WITH EMPLOYEES. OTHER
PATRONS ARE NOT EJECTED OR DISTURBED. WHILE INSIDE, ARTHUG IS "A
SITTING DUCK."

3. INFO FROM OWNER VASCO CECCHI, ITALIAN, ABOUT 30-40 YEARS
OLD, GOOD COOK. "COYARDLY TYPE." INDEX.